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Introduction. This paper is the natural sequel to Geometry of immersions. I [4].

The principal aim of the two papers as a whole is to sufficiently alter the structure

of the theory of singularities of smooth maps of Thom and Whitney, so as to be

applicable to some problems concerning geometrically defined singularities, which

depend upon particular choices of affine or Riemannian connections. Then having

so altered this branch of differential topology, to apply our general results to some

specific problems. In [4] we developed an analog of the Thom-Whitney trans-

versality theory, which was applicable to pth order osculating maps defined

with respect to a given set of "generalized connections." We then used the trans-

versality theory to prove pth order analogs to the embedding, immersion, isotopy

and regular homotopy theorems of Whitney (see [16]). Having developed this

analog of the transversality theory, it is natural to see whether we can prove an

analog of Thorn's polynomial theorem (see Séminaire Cartan 56-57, Exposé 8).

Part I of this paper deals with this question. It consists in formally extending the

concept of a singularity of a homomorphism between vector bundles to take into

account reductions of structural groups which will be given by "geometric"

structures on our manifolds. With these geometric reductions built into the theory,

a very general existence theorem of the Thom type is stated and proved (Theorems

2.5 and 2.6). The proof is a reworking with more details of the basic ideas in Thorn's

proof as presented by Haefliger in the Cartan seminar. (See Exposé 8, Séminaire

Cartan 56-57). However some pains are taken to insure that the gaps in the earlier

presentation (i.e., the whole question of fundamental classes) are not present in

this one. With the recent work of Borel, Moore, and Haefliger, (see [1] and [2]),

these gaps are filled.

Finally, in Part II we apply this machinery to certain classical problems in

extrinsic differential geometry. The first section relates the maps D2T2(f) to second

fundamental forms in the case where /is an immersion. It thereby gives us some

geometric insight into what the " nondegenerate " D2T2(f) of [4] were about. In

the last two sections we apply this theory to problems concerning inflection points

and totally geodesic points.

A more complete outline of this paper has appeared as a research announcement
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in the July 1964 issue of the Bull. Amer. Math. Soc. However, we have changed

the words "pth order symmetric linear connection" to "pth order dissection" in

accordance with [4].

Much of the material in this paper was contained in the author's doctoral disser-

tation at Columbia University. Hence I would like to thank again J. Eells, W. Pohl,

and I. Porteous for their interest and encouragement. However the last part of

§7 is new.

The material about parabolic and umbilic points will appear in a sequel shortly

to appear. The reason for this is the study of these singularities involves a detailed

study of the " singular varieties " in question, as well as the general theory, whereas

the inflection and totally geodesic sections are rather direct applications of the

general theory.

0. Notations and conventions.

a. All manifolds discussed in this paper will be finite dimensional and all the

connected components of a given manifold will have the same dimension. The

manifolds will satisfy the second axiom of countability and will be of class C°°.

We will use the adjectives smooth or differentiable to connote a manifold, or a

map between manifolds of class C00.

b. If X and Y are smooth manifolds we will denote by Ck(X, Y) the set of

smooth maps from X to Y with the "fine" Cfc-topology, and C(X, Y) the set of

smooth maps with the fine C°°-topology. This topology is merely the union of all

the open sets of the C-topologies. It is a topology because it coincides with the

inverse limit topology on C(X, Y) viewing the Ck(X, Y) with the obvious inclusion

maps as an inverse mapping system. For further details on this topology we refer

the reader to the appendix at the end of [4]. This appendix includes a proof of the

fact that C(X, Y) is a Baire space in the fine topology. All the theorems in this

paper are stated in their "C™" form; it is clear that they are also true "C*" for

k sufficiently large. The k can be determined by counting the number of derivatives

used, and comparing that number with the restrictions imposed by the Sard

theorem.

c. If £ = (7r: P-> A) is a smooth vector bundle we will denote by S(g) the

space of smooth sections of i topologized as a subset of C(X, E). We will

denote by F(X) the space of smooth real valued functions C(X, R). We will also

denote the total space of the tangent vector bundle over a smooth manifold X

by TX(X).

d. If Ç = (tt: E^ X) is a smooth vector bundle, we will mean by a linear (affine)

connection on £ a covariant derivative, i.e., a map

D: S(Tx(X))x S(E) -> S(E)

such that

(1) Dfx + gye=fDxe+gDye for every e e S(E), fige F(X) and x, y e S(TX(X)).
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(2) Dxfe=fDxe + x(f)e for every x e SÇT^X)), e e S(E), f e F(X) and x(f) is

evaluation of the vector field x on the function /

e. If A' is a smooth manifold denote by F the sheaf of germs of smooth functions

on X. If U<=X let T(U, ) represent the section functor for sheaves. Let F(U) =

T(U, F). If f=(tt: P-> X) is a smooth vector bundle over X, let E be the sheaf of

germs of smooth cross-sections of f. E is a sheaf of F-modules. It is clear that

T(U, E) is an F(U) module and that T(X, E) = S(E) and is an F(X) module. For

a full account of this "dialogue" between smooth vector bundles and their sheaves

of germs of smooth sections we refer the reader to Koszul's notes (Koszul [15]).

f. Let Ç = (ir: E-> X) and r¡ = (ir': E' -> Y) be smooth vector bundles. Denote

by Horn ($, r¡) (or by an abuse of notation Horn (E, E')) the vector bundle over

Xx Y whose fiber over the point (x, y) e Xx Y is the vector space Horn (Ex, E'y).

This set is made into a vector bundle in the obvious way. Let D: X-+ Xx X be

the diagonal map, and let | = (tt: E^ X) and t] = (tt': E' -> X) be smooth vector

bundles. We shall denote by Horn (P, E')\X the bundle D^Horn (E, E')) where

D_1( ) means the "pull back" of the bundle over Xx X, to a bundle over X.

This latter bundle (the one we denoted by Horn (E, E')\X) is the bundle more

usually denoted by Horn (E, E').

g. The following number appears very frequently in our work, so we have set

aside a special notation for it. Let

v{n,p) = n + n-^l+ - • • +*"+lXn + 2X; • -)(n+p-l\

h. Let £ = (n: E^> X) be a smooth vector bundle. Then we denote by OpE

the /7-fold symmetric tensor product of E with itself. Let ?? = (7r': P'-> Y) be

another vector bundle. We connote by the expression "g:E^E' is a vector

bundle homomorphism covering /: X -> Y" the commutative diagram of smooth

maps below, where g maps each fiber Ex linearly into the fiber E'fix).

E—^E'

X—-*■ Y

i. Let A" be a smooth manifold. Let Nbea submanifold of X, and let i: N -> X

be the inclusion map. We say that N is a regular submanifold if i is a diffeomorphism

into.

j. Let Jbea smooth manifold, and let 2l = (<p¡, £/j) /= 1, 2,... be a countable

atlas for X. We say that 9t is an admissible atlas if

i. 9i(i/0=^;
2. the open unit balls P¡ (P¡ = cprx (unit ball in Rn)) cover X;

3. the covering (C/j), i= 1,2,... is locally finite.
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k. Let X be a smooth manifold. We will denote by TP(X), the pth order tangent

bundle of X. If/e <g(X, Y) we denote by Tp(f) the/rth differential off, (see [4, §1]).

Let (D{k)), k—1,2,... be a sequence of kth order dissections on Y. We will denote

by DpTp(f) = D1D2 ■ ■ ■ Dp~1Tp(f), the/?th order osculating map off with respect to

the dissections (Dk). Finally, with respect to a fixed set of dissections (Dk), we denote

by I"(X, Y) and EV(X, Y) respectively, the set of pth order immersions of X in

Y and the set of pth order embeddings of X in Y, (see [4, §1— §3]).

Part I — Singularity Theory

The aim of this part is twofold. The first is to state and prove a generalization

of the Thorn Polynomial Theorem, (see [12]). The second is to show that some

explicit formulas for Thorn polynomials due to I. R. Porteous (see [8]) can be

applied under hypotheses slightly different than Porteous'.

A.P. In §§1, 2, and 4 the manifolds denoted by the letters X and Y will be

assumed to be connected, unless it is explicitly stated to the contrary.

1. G-structures on vector bundles, their singularities and characteristic classes.

This section will consist of definitions to extend the concept of a singularity of a

map between vector bundles.

Definition 1.1. Let A be a smooth manifold. A submanifold collection K=

Kx u K2 u • • ■ u Ks of submanifolds of X is a finite collection of disjoint submani-

folds Ki of X such that;

(a) Dim P¡_i > Dim Kt and

(b) Kt u • • • u Ks is closed in X. The points of Kx will be called the regular

points. The dimension of K will always mean the dimension of Kx.

Definition 1.2. Let <px: G-» GL(p, R) and <p2: H'-*■ GL(q, R) be faithful

representations of Lie groups G and H in GL(p, R) and GL(q, R) respectively.

This induces an effective action of G x H on Horn (Rp, RQ). Let K be a regular

submanifold collection of Horn (Rp, Rq). Then K is called a model G x H singularity

with respect to the representations <px and <p2 if K is invariant under the action of

GxHon Horn (Rp, R").

Definition 1.3. Let <px: G -> GL(p, R) and <p2: H-> GL(q, R) be faithful

representations of the Lie groups G and H respectively. Let K^ Horn (Rp, RQ) be

a model Gx H singularity with respect to the representations <px and <p2. Let PS + 1

and Bh+ x be the n +1 universal classifying space for G-bundles and the n +1

universal classifying space for //-bundles respectively. It is clear that Pg + 1xP£+1

is an n+1 universal classifying space for GxH bundles. Let Ën + 1 be the vector

bundle with fiber Horn (Rp, R") over Pg + 1 x P",+ 1 associated to the n+1 universal

principal GxH bundle trl + 1 x-,rnH+1: E^x x E^+1 -> B^ + 1 x BnH+1, by the action of

GxH on Horn (Rp, R") induced by the representations <px and <p2. The model

GxH singularity K^Hom (Rp, R") then induces a submanifold collection Kg*+1

of iiB + 1. Kg*+1 is itself a fiber bundle with structural group GxH, fiber K and base
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Pg + 1xP£+1. Kgn+ ! is called the «+1 universal singularity, given by the model

GxH singularity K (and the representations cpx and <p2).

Definition 1.4. Let i = (tt: E^ X) be a smooth vector bundle of fiber dimension

q. Let tte : PE -> X be the principal GL(q, R) bundle associated to P. Let G be a

Lie group. Let cp: G ^ GL(q, R) be a faithful representation of G. A (G, cp) structure

on E is given by a principal G-bundle ttg: PG -> X, and a mapping <p: PG ->PE

such that;

(a) TTE-(J> = irQ,

(b) cp is smooth and 1-1, and

(c) for each uePa and g e G, cp(u)cp(g) = cp(ug).

Remark. A (G, cp) structure on a vector bundle £ = {tt: E ^ X} of fiber

dimension q, gives a reduction of the structural group GL(q, R) to cp(G). Hence the

representation cp allows us to consider the vector bundle £ as a vector bundle

associated with the principal G-bundle PG, because the G action on the fibers will

be linear.

Definition 1.5. Let tt: P-> X, and tt': E' -> F be smooth vector bundles of

fiber dimension p and q respectively. Let there be given a (G, 9^) structure on P

and an (//, 932) structure on E'. Let PJ be a model GxH singularity with respect

to the representations <?! and cp2. The (G, <pj) structure on E and the (77, ç>2)

structure on E' induce a (GxH, cpf1 xcp2) structure on Horn (E, E'). Hence

we can consider Horn (P, E') as a vector bundle with fiber Horn (Rp, R") structural

group GxH, and base Xx Y. Due to the fact that Kis invariant under the GxH

action induced on Horn (Rp, RQ), K defines a regular submanifold collection

K(X, Y) of Horn (E, E'). Let K=KX U • • • U K„ then K(X, Y) = K¿X, Y) U • • • u

KS(X, F)wherecodim(/i:i) = codim(7<:i(A', F)). Furthermore K(X, Y)(K¿X, Y)) is

a fiber bundle over Xx Y, with structural group GxH and fiber K, (Kt). K(X, Y)

is called the GxH singularity defined by the (G, ç^), structure on E, the (77, <p2)

structure on E', and the model GxH singularity with respect to cpu cp2, and K.

Putting these definitions together yields the following result.

Proposition 1.6. Let tt: E-> X and ir':E' -*■ Y be smooth vector bundles. Let

Dim (X) = n and Dim (F) = Ar. Let there be given a (G, cpx) structure on E and an

(H, <p2) structure on E'. Let K be a model GxH singularity with respect to <f! and

cp2. Let ttGxH: PGxif -> Xx Y be the principal GxH bundle given by the induced

(G xH,<p¥~1x cp2) structure on Horn (E, E'). Let KE" +«*ibethe(n + N+ l)-universal

singularity given by the model GxH singularity K. Letfe [Xx Y,BG + N + 1x BnH+ N + 1]

be the classifying map for PG x H. Let K(X, Y) be the Gx H singularity defined by the

(G, cpx) structure on E, the (H, <p2) structure on E', and the GxH singularity K.

P«e«/-1(/^È"+"+1) = ^(^ F).

Remark. Whenever no confusion can arise specific reference to the represen-

tations will be dropped.
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Definition 1.7. Let -n: P-> X and w'\ 2?'-> y be smooth vector bundles. Let

there be given a (G, <px) structure on E and an (//, ç>2) structure on E'. Let K be a

model GxH singularity, and let K( X, Y) be the G x H singularity defined by the G

structure on E, the H structure on E', and the model GxH singularity K. Let

f.E-^-E' be a smooth vector bundle homomorphism over the smooth map

/: X-> Y. This induces a map/: X^ Horn (P, P') defined by f(x)=f\Ex. xeX.

We say x is a /^-singular point of/if/(x) £ K(X, Y). We say that f displays the

singularity transversally if f(X) fh K(X, Y). The set f~\K(X, Y)) = SK(f) is

called the set of K-singular points of/. It is clear that if/(A) <ft ̂ (A, y) then S^/)

is a submanifold collection of the same codimension as K(X, Y).

The foregoing definitions and remarks imply the following proposition.

Proposition 1.8. Let n: P—*- X and it': E' ~> Y be smooth vector bundles. Let

there be given a (G, ¡px) structure on E and an (H, <p2) structure on E'. Let K be a

model GxH singularity and let K(X, Y) be the usual GxH singularity defined by

the above structures. Letf: E -> E' be a smooth vector bundle homomorphism over a

smooth map /: X-> Y. f then induces as usual a vector bundle homomorphism

/! : P—>/_1(P') over X. K then induces in the obvious way a singularity K(X, A)ç

Horn (E,f- \E')). Let Abe the diagonal map of X in Xx X.LetA-1(Hom(E,f-1(E')))

be denoted by Horn (P,/_1(P'))|x- As is well known smooth vector bundle homo-

morphisms from E into f~\E') over X are smooth sections of Horn (E,f~1(E'))\x

and conversely. Kinduces in the obvious way a submanifold K(X) of Horn (E,f~ 1(E')) | x,

which can also be described by K(X)=A~\K(X, X)). Thenf\(x) e K(X) if and only

iff(x) e K(X, Y). Furthermore f\(X) ifi K(X) if and only if f displays the singularity

K transversally.

Definition 1.9. Let G be a Lie group, and f be a smooth principal G bundle

over a countable CW complex X. Let PG be the universal classifying space for

principal G bundles. Let/e [X, Ba] be the classifying map of f. Let A be a coeffi-

cient ring. The characteristic algebra of i with coefficients in A is f*(H*(BG; A)) Ç

H*(X; A). The elements off*(H*(Ba; A)) are called the A-characteristic classes of

i, and the map f* is called the characteristic homomorphism of ¿j.

The following proposition and its corollary will be of use in the next section.

Proposition 1.10. Let G be a Lie group. Let Ba be the universal classifying space,

and let PS+1 be the n+l universal classifying space for G bundles. Let A be a

coefficient ring. Then H\Ba, A) = Hf(B% + 1; A) for all i^n.

Proof. Let/: Pg + 1 -> Ba be the classifying map for the n+1 universal principal

G bundle 7rg + 1: Eg + 1 -> Pg + 1. Then the exact homotopy sequence of a fibration,

plus the five lemma yield the fact that/#: 7t-¡(P3 + 1) -> ttí(Bg) is an isomorphism for
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0^/^«. We then apply Whitehead's theorem to get/*: Ht(B% + 1) -> //¡(PG) is an

isomorphism for i—n. Hence our proposition follows from the universal coefficient

theorem.

Corollary 1.11. This enables us to define the A-characteristic classes of a

G-bundle over a countable CW complex of dimension n, by looking atf*(H*(BG + 1 ; A))

where fis the classifying map of the G-bundle in question.

N.B. Let G be a Lie group. We will denote by Gc the maximal compact subgroup

of G. It is well known that BG~BGc, and Pg + 1~PGc+1.

We will now state some well-known theorems without proofs.

Theorem 1.12. Let 0(n) be the orthogonal group.

(a) There exist classes W¡e W(B0(n);Z2) called the universal Stiefel-Whitney

classes such that 7/*(P0(n); Z2)^Z2[W1,. . ., Wn]. Let G be a Lie group whose

maximal compact subgroup Gc is 0(n). Let i be a principal G bundle over a para-

compact space X. Let fe [X, PG] be the classifying map of $. Then Wi(£)=f*Wi is

called the ith Stiefel- Whitney class of £.

(b) Bo(nl = Gn¡n + m + 1 the Grassmann manifold of n-planes in n + m+l space.

Gn,n + m + i & « compact manifold of dimension n(m+l). There exist classes

Wt e H%Gn¡n + m + 1;Z2) such that H*(B^ + 1 ; Z2)=Z2[ Wlt..., Wn] monomials of

degree >«(w+l) where Wt is of degree i. Let X be a countable CW complex of

dimension Sm. Let G be as in part (a), and let £ be a G-bundle over X. Let

fe [X, BG +1] be the classifying map of f. Then thef*W¡ are just the Stiefel-Whitney

classes W¡(i) defined in (a).

Definition 1.13. Let (tt: E-> X) = £ be a vector bundle. Let G be a Lie group.

Let ttg : PG -> X be the principal G-bundle given by a (G, 95) structure on P. Let

A be a coefficient ring. The A characteristic classes of the G-structure (G, cp) on E

are defined to be the ^-characteristic classes of PG. If Gc = 0(k) and if A=Z2

characteristic classes of the G-structure are just the Stiefel-Whitney classes of PG.

These will be called the Stiefel- Whitney classes associated with the (G, cp) structure

on f. We will denote these classes by W°(£).

Remark. It is clear that the Chern and Pontrjagin classes admit similar

discussions.

2. A polynomial theorem. The main result of this section is the statement and

proof of a polynomial theorem which is merely a recasting of Thorn's Theorem

(see Séminaire Cartan 56-57, Exposé 8). Before entering the main discussion we

will digress briefly to discuss the Borel-Moore homology theory for locally compact

spaces and fundamental classes.
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Throughout this digression we will assume that A is a locally compact and

paracompact topological space. We will furthermore assume that all modules and

sheaves of modules will be Z2-modules, where Z2 can denote either itself or the

simple sheaf over X with stalk Z2. C will always denote the family of compact

subsets of X. We will first outline the definition of the Borel-Moore groups by

following [1]. However, we can make many simplifications because Z2 is a field.

Therefore the canonical injective resolution of a sheaf of Z2-modules and the

canonical flasque resolution coincide. If if is a sheaf of Z2-modules let if*(A, if) =

Ç6P(X, if)) denote the canonical flasque resolution of if. If O is a family of

supports denote by C*(X, if) = Y^€*(X, if)), the standard cochains of X with

coefficients in if and supports in i>.

Let if be a sheaf of Z2-modules. Look at the presheaf defined by £/—> 3?(U)

where

J(U) = Wom(Yc(if\U), A)

where A is a Z2-module. Then 2.3 of [1] tells us, if if is C-mou then £/-> ^f(U)

forms a sheaf, and furthermore the sheaf is flasque.

Definition 2.1. Let ss? = (s/p) be a differential graded sheaf of Z2-modules,

we denote by D(s#) the differential graded sheaf whose rth component is determined

by the presheaf U-+ Horn (Tc(s/r\ U), Z2), with the usual differential. Let ^H(X)

denote the differential graded sheaf D((é'*(X, Z2)). If if is any sheaf of Z2-modules

we denote by CH(X, if) the sheaf if ® CH(X). C„(X) and C„(X, if) are called

respectively the standard sheaf for homology on X and the standard sheaf for

homology with coefficients in if. If 0 is any family of supports, we let C*( X, if) =

Y*(CH(X;Sf)) and H*(X,£f) = Hn(C%(X, if)). The module //*(A; if) is called

the n-dimensional homology group of X with coefficients in if and supports in i>.

If <t is the family of all closed subsets of X we denote H%(X, if) by Hn(X, if).

If if=Z2 we denote Ht(X, Z2) by H*(X). The derived sheaf of CH(X, if),

H*(A, if) is called the local homology sheaf over X, and its stalk H*(A, if)x

over x e A, is called the local homology group at x. \fif = Z2 we denote H*(A, if)

and H*(A, if)x respectively by H*(A) and H*(A)X. This homology theory has

the following properties that we will make use of in our discussion. For proofs

of these properties and a complete account of this theory we again refer the reader

to [1].

(1) Let Ube an open subset of X. Then we haveahomomorphismyl17: /7*(A)-*-

//*([/) induced by restricting the sections to U. Then we have H*(A)X =

Dir lim (H*(U);j%u) where U runs through the neighborhoods of x.

(2) If A is a separable metric space of topological dimension i£ n, then there

exists a natural isomorphism A: Hn(X) -> Y(X, Hn(A)).

(3) Let X be an n dimensional topological manifold. Then

H¡(A) = 0,       i # n.

Hn(X) = the simple sheaf Z2 x X.
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(4) Let P be a closed subspace of X. Then the inclusion map induces a homo-

morphism i*FX : 7/*(F) -> H*(X). (In general the maps of the category on which

these groups are a functor are the proper maps.) We will denote i*FX by i* as

there will be no confusion in any of our applications.

(5) The Borel-Moore theory and the Cech theory are one in the same when

restricted to the category of compact spaces and continuous maps (actually

compact pairs).

(6) Let A" be a topological manifold of dimension «. Then there exists a Poincaré

duality isomorphism Dx: Ht(X) -> Hn~\X). The cohomology in question is either

Cech, singular, Alexander-Spanier, or canonical (Grothendieck) cohomology, as

they are all equivalent in this case.

Definition 2.2. Let K=^ u • • • u Ks be a submanifold collection of the

smooth manifold X. Let the dimension of K=k. Then by combining properties

(1) and (3) of the Borel-Moore groups, we know Hk(K)x=Z2 for x e K±. We say

K carries a fundamental class a if there exists an element a e Hk(K) such that

A(a)(x) is the generator of H(K)X, x e K±, where A is the map in (2). If such an a

exists it is known to be unique by Proposition 2.3 of [2],

Remark. Unique fundamental classes exist under the following conditions:

(1) If K=KX u ■ • ■ u Ks is a submanifold collection in X, and

Dim Kx - Dim 7C"2 è 2,

and

(2) if X= Rp and K is a real algebraic variety. The proofs of these statements

as well as the two lemmas that follow are to be found in [2].

Lemma 2.3. Let K be a submanifold collection of an « dimensional manifold X.

Let Y be a smooth N dimensional manifold. Let tt: E^> Y be a fiber bundle over Y

with fiber X, and structural group G, such that the action of G on the fiber leaves K

invariant. Then K determines a submanifold collection K( Y) £ P. Then if K carries

a fundamental class so does K(Y).

Lemma 2.4. Let X and Y be smooth manifolds of dimension « and N respectively.

Let f: X ^ Y be a smooth map. Let K=K1 u ■ • ■ u Ks be a submanifold collection

in Y. Assume that f(X) rh Kt for all i. Let K'=f'1(K) and let i: K^ Y and

j: K'' -» X be the inclusion maps. Let Dx and DY be Poincaré duality in X and Y

respectively. Let us furthermore assume that K is closed in Y, and À^ is a regular

submanifold. If K carries a fundamental class a, then K' carries a fundamental class

ß such that

f*DYi*a = Dxj*ß.

Lemma 2.4 is a direct consequence of 2.3 and 2.12 of [2], Finally if K is a real

algebraic variety, the theorems of Whitney [3] decompose K into a manifold

collection K1 u • • ■ u Ks where Kx is a regular submanifold.
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Remark. This theory as well as this theorem is true for coefficient rings other

than Z2 (i.e., the integers), under suitable orientability assumptions. However an

adequate treatment would require much more French homology theory than I am

willing to do at the moment, in that the following theorem is sufficient for all my

applications.

Theorem 2.5. (1) Let £ = (tt: E^~ X) and ?? = (•"■: E' -> Y) be smooth vector

bundles of fiber dimension p and q respectively. Let | be given a (G, yx) structure and

y) an (//, <p2) structure respectively. Assume Gc = 0(k) and Hc = 0(t).

(2) Let K be a model GxH singularity of codimension s. Assume furthermore

that the manifold collection K carries a fundamental class and satisfies the hypotheses

of Lemma 2.4. Let K(X, Y) be the Gx H singularity defined by the given G-structure

on E, H-structure on E', and the model GxH singularity K.

(3) Letf: f -» 77 be a homomorphism of smooth vector bundles covering the smooth

map f: X ^ Y. Assume that f displays the singularity K transversally.

Then SK(f) the manifold collection of K-singular points off carries a fundamental

class [SK(f)]. Let i: SK(f) -» X be the inclusion map and let Dx be Poincaré duality

in X. Then there exists a polynomial P, which is independent off, and universally

defined, such that

Dxi*[SK(f)] = P(Wi°(i),f*Wj'i(r,)).

Theorem 2.6. Let us assume the hypotheses of 2.5 except the requirement that

Gc = 0(k) and Hc = 0(t). We still have the fact that SK(f) carries a fundamental class

[SK(f)]- However the polynomial condition is replaced by the following condition.

There exists Z2-characteristic classes a{ e H'(X) of the G-structure, and Z¡¿-charac-

teristic classes bt e Hk~'(Y) of the H-structure, such that

Dxi*[SK(f)] = 2 °* u^-
i = 0

Furthermore the a¡ and bt are pull backs by the classifying maps of universally

defined classes a¡ and ßt.

Proof. We will prove these theorems simultaneously. Let the dimension of X

be n and the dimension of Y be N. We know that BG + N + l x BnH*N + l is an (n + N+1)-

universal classifying space for principal G x//-bundles. Let n e [Ax Y, Pg**"«;1]

be the classifying map for the principal GxH bundle given by the G-structure on

P, and the //-structure on E'. Let Ë be the universal vector bundle of fiber

Horn (Rp, R") over Pg + N + 1xP"/+JV+1 given by the representations <px and <p2.

We know that h'x(Ë) = Hom (E, E'). Let </> be the corresponding bundle map

which sends the fiber over (x, y) isomorphically onto the fiber over n(x, y). Then
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Horn (P, E')

n+N+lv nn+N+1» Xx Y^^BG + N + 1xB^

Y

Diagram 1

consider the above commutative diagram where p and 9 are bundle projections,

and p2 is the projection onto the second factor.

Let us consider the commutative diagram (2), where pu p2, p± and p2 are just

projections onto the factors of a product, and tt-^ and w2 are the classifying maps

for the principal G-bundle PG and the principal //-bundle PH given by the G-

structure on E and the //-structure on P' respectively. Let £ e Hk(BG + N + 1x BnH+ N +1).

Xx Y —± PGc+w + 1xP£+" + 1

_j.     DB + N + l

Diagram 2

Then by the Künneth theorem and the definition of the cup product, there exist

classes a, e H*(B^N + 1) and ft e Hk-'(B%N + 1) such that

C- 2,pi{«d<JPS(ßd.

If we are in the situation of 2.5, Theorems 1.12 imply that each at and ft can be

expressed uniquely as polynomials in the classes Wx- ■ ■ Wk which generate

77*(P0(-y + 1) and the classes Wv-Wt which generate H*(B^t)N + 1) respectively.

Hence there exists a unique polynomial P such that

Then

t = P(PÎWi;pïW,).

h*é = P(h*pfWhh*ptWj)

= P(pÎTTÎWi,pUÎWj)

= P(PÎ W?(Ç), pi WjH(v)),   in the case of 2.5.
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In the case of 2.6 we have n*£ = 2f=o/>*7rî(t:ii) u P*■"*(ßd- Let Kg be the universal

GxH singularity induced by K, and let K( X, Y) be the G x H singularity induced

by K, and the G and H structures on P and E' respectively. The map i/> from diagram

(1) is a bundle map, and hence ./-(Horn (P, E')) rfr Kg. Hence K(X, Y) = </>-\Kg).

We know that K carries a fundamental class. Hence by Lemma 2.3 so does Kg.

Let i': K(X, Y) -> Horn (E, E') and j': Kg^ Ë be the inclusion maps. Let Dg

and PHom (E.E') be Poincaré duality in Ë and Horn (P, P') respectively. Hence 2.4

implies that K(X, Y) carries a unique fundamental class [K(X, Y)] such that

PDaJi[Kg\ = DHomiE_E,^[K(X, Y)].

We also know that /: X-> Horn (E, E') is transverse to K(X, Y). Hence by

applying 2.4 again we get SK(f) carries a unique fundamental class [SK(f)] which

furthermore satisfies the relationship

DMSsU)] =f*DXdomiE,E,)ii[K(X, Y)].

The fiber of E is contractible, hence 93* is an isomorphism. Hence there exists a

unique class £ e Hk(BG + N + 1x Pn,+ N + 1) such that

<P*(0 = DdilKg].

Therefore by using the commutativity of the first diagram we have the following

result.

Dxi*[SK(f)] =f*DïiomŒ,E.)i'AK(X, Y)]

=/*^v(a
= f*p*h*l

We have shown in the foregoing paragraphs that there exists a polynomial P

or classes a, e //'(Pgc+N + 1) and ft e Hk'i(BnH+cN + 1) such that

n*| = P(/»î Wf(í), ^2* ̂(r?))   or

h*i= 2pM(ai)uP^Ußu
f = 0

depending on whether we are in the situation of 2.5 or 2.6 respectively. Hence in

the case of 2.5 we have

DXU [SK(f)] = f*p*(P(p*x Wm, Pi W?(ri)))

= g*(P(p*xWm,PÍW»(r¡)))

= P(Wla(0,f*rV]H(v)).
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In the case of 2.6 we have

Dxi*[SE(f)] = f*p* ( T pfTTUccd u pfrffld)

= g*(^pM(«i)u/>M05i))

=    2   ̂ («0 U/*7T2*(ft).
( = 0

Hence if we let ai = Trf(ai) and ¿>( = -n-*(ft) we have proven our theorems.

Corollary 2.7. Dxi*[SK(f)] depends only on the homotopy class off in either

the case of 2.5 or 2.6. If the bundle r¡ is a trivial bundle, that is if the bundle PH

given by the H-structure is trivial, then Dxi%[SK(f)] is independent of fall together.

Corollary 2.8. If G=GL(p, R), H=GL(q, R), cp1 = idG and cp2 = idH, then 2.5

reduces to Haefliger'sform of the Thorn polynomial theorem.

3. Some remarks in cases of geometric interest. In this section we will describe

some specific G-structures on some vector bundles of geometric interest. We will

furthermore comment upon the hypotheses in the polynomial theorem.

Let X be a smooth «-dimensional manifold. Let TP(X) denote its pth order

tangent bundle, (see [4, §1] or [5, Chapter II]). As we remarked in [4], TP(X)^

(J&(X))* where JS(X) denotes the bundle of /»-jets whose fiber Jjj(X)x is the set of

/>jets of maps from Xto R with source x and target O. Let Jp(n) be the Lie group of

invertible p-]ets from Rn to Rn with source and target the origin (see [6, §1]). The

chain rule defines a natural action of Jp(n) on fiber R^n-P'> of JB(X), and therefore

a faithful representation of Jp(n) in GL(v(n, p), R). This clearly enables us to endow

T„(X) with a J"(n) structure in a manner which depends only on the differentiable

structure on X. This structure will be called the canonical J"(n) structure on

TP(X).

Definition 3.1. Let us preserve the notation of 2.5. Assume that dim X=n

and dim Y=N. Let (D(W) fc=*l, 2,... be a sequence of kth order dissections on

F. Let us assume that $ = TP(X) and that V = T(Y). Let G=Jp(n) where the Jp(n)

structure on TP(X) is the canonical one. Let there be given some arbitrary H-

structure on Tx( Y). Let K be an Jp(n) x H model singularity, and K(X, Y) the

corresponding Jp(ri) x H singularity, with respect to the J"(n) structure on TP(X),

the //-structure on Pi(F), and the model singularity K. Let/: X-> F be a smooth

map. Then the vector bundle homomorphism that we want to study will be the

pth order osculating map DpTp(f).

(a) Let 77= GL(N) and let cp2 be idH. Then K(X, Y) is called a pth order affine

singularity (with respect to the dissections (Dm)). If DpTp(f)~(x) e K(X, Y) we say
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/ has a pth order affine singularity at x. If we furthermore assume that the

(D{k), k=l,2,...) are generated by a single symmetric connection D(1), we can

call K(X, Y) a pth order affine singularity (with respect to D(1)).

(b) Let H=0(N). Let the //-structure on Tt(Y) be given by a Riemannian

structure whose Riemann connection is D. If we assume that the sequence

(D(W, k= 1, 2,...) is so chosen that D=Dm then the singularity K(X, Y) is called

a pth order Riemannian singularity (with respect to the (D(k))). If the (D(fc)) are all

generated by V, then the singularity is called a pth order Riemannian singularity.

(c) Let Y=Rn, and let D = the Riemann connection given by the usual inner

product on P\ Then let the 0(N) structure on Pi(P") be given by this Riemann

structure. Let the (Dik)) be generated by D. In this case the singularity K(X, Y)

is called a pth order Euclidean singularity.

Finally we will show that condition (3) of Theorem 2.5 is not very restrictive

in any of the cases defined in 3.1.

Proposition 3.2. Let X and Y be smooth manifolds of dimension n and N re-

spectively. Let (Dik>, k= 1, 2,...) be a sequence of kth order dissections on Y. Let

there be given an H-structure on Pi(F) and a G-structure on TP(X). Let K be any

model G x 77 singularity, and let K(X, Y) be the corresponding singularity induced

by the G-structure, the H-structure and K. Then the set of fs C(X, Y) such that

DPTp(f)^(X) â\ K(X, Y) is dense in C(X, Y).

Proof. As we said before K(X, Y) = KX(X, Y) u ■ • • u KS(X, Y) is a manifold

collection of submanifolds of Horn (TP(X), T(Y)). Furthermore K(X, Y) is an

admissible submanifold collection of Horn (TP(X), T(Y)), in the sense of 4.1 of

[4]. Moreover DpTp(f)^ is just the map denoted by D(f) in [4, §4]. Hence this

proposition follows immediately from the proof of Theorem 4.3 of [4].

Remark. One would like the set maps fe C(X, Y) such that DpTp(f)~(X) rfi

K(X, Y) to be open as well as dense in C(X, Y). However this is not the case for an

arbitrary singularity. If the model singularity Pc Horn (Pv(re,p), RN) is a real

algebraic variety it is probable that K admits a decomposition into a submanifold

collection that is well enough behaved, so that the set of maps which display

K(X, Y) transversally is open. Whitney has been able to construct such a de-

composition for a complex analytic variety Kç Cn. (See Whitney's article on local

properties of analytic varieties to be published soon by Princeton University Press,

in the Morse symposium on topology. Also see §3 of [4].) It appears that Whitney's

result will also be true for C-analytic real analytic varieties, and in particular real

algebraic varieties. However as of yet no one has checked this extension of Whitney's

work. Furthermore no one knows at present whether these "good" decompositions

of varieties are in any way the "natural" ones for singularity theory. We will now

state and prove a proposition which will allow us to conclude the open as well as

dense result in some cases of interest.
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Proposition 3.3. Let X and Y be smooth manifolds of dimensions n and N

respectively. Let K=KX*J- ■ -u Ks be a regular submanifold collection of Y. Let

«(A, Y) be the space of smooth maps from X into Y. Let us assume that dim X<

codim K2 (and therefore dim A<codimA¡, ¿^2). Then the set of fe(€(X, Y)

such thatf(X) à\Kis open in «(A, Y).

Proof. Let/e «XA, Y) and assume/(A) fa K. Then/(A) n K2 U- • -u Ks= 0.

Let K2 u- • -u KS = KS'. Ks- is a closed subspace of Y, and therefore there exists

an open neighborhood U of As- such that /(A) n U= 0. In fact we can choose

U so that /(A) n U= 0. Hence we can construct an open neighborhood W of

f ec€(X, Y) so that if g e W then g(X) n U= 0. Let us pick an open neighborhood

V of As- such that i/=> F=> F=As.. Let us pick an admissible atlas 9Í of Y of the

form 91 = 91' u 3t", where 91' is an admissible atlas for Y— V, 91" is an admissible

atlas for some open submanifold 0 of y such that C/=> fj~=> t/=> V, and where the

families 91' and 91" are disjoint. Let Kv = Kn Y-V=Kxn Y- V. Hence Kv is a

closed submanifold of Y- V. Let A = {ge <<g(X, Y- V)\g(X) fa Kv}. Therefore A

is open as well as dense in «XA, Y— V). Now by our choice of atlases and the

definition of the function space topology, W is open in «(A, Y— V), and further-

more the set W with the relative topology as a subset of «(A, Y) is homeomorphic

to W with the relative topology as a subset «(A, Y— V). Hence A n W is open in

«(A, Y) and therefore is the desired neighborhood off.

Corollary 3.4. Let X and Y be smooth manifolds of dimension n and N re-

spectively. Let (Dm, k= 1, 2,...) be a sequence of kth order dissections on Y. Let

there be given an H-structure on TX(Y) and a G-structure on TP(X). Let K=

Kxu A2 u■ • • u Ks be a model GxH singularity, and let K(X, Y) be the corre-

sponding singularity induced by the above structures. Assume that n < codim K2.

Then the set offe C(X, Y) such that DvTp(fT(X) fa K(X, Y) is open in V(X, Y).

Proof. This follows immediately from 3.3 and from 4.3 of [4].

Proposition 3.5. Let us assume the hypotheses of 3.3. Let fecê(X, Y), and let

xeX be a point such that DpTp(f)~(x) eK(X, Y) and DpTp(f)~ is transverse to

K(X, Y) at DpTp(f)~(x). Then for each neighborhood U of x, there exists a neighbor-

hood W, of f in «(A, Y) with the following property. If geW¡ then there exists a

point x' e U at which DpTp(g)~(x') e K(X, Y) and DpTp(f)~ is transverse to

K(X, Y) at x'.

Proof. This follows immediately from 4.3 of [4] and 8.2 of [6].

4. Some formulas for simple singularities. I. Porteous [8] has given an easy

calculation (without Schubert cycles) of some Thom polynomials. However his
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formulas rely on some transversality assumptions which are not identical with the

usual transversality assumption. The main object of this section is to show that

the usual conditions imply Porteous'.

We will first describe the model Gx H singularity in question. We will fix the

following choices throughout this entire section. Let G — GL(n, R), H=GL(p, R),

cpx = idG, and cp2 = idH. All singularities described will clearly be Gx H singularities

with respect to these representations. Hence no further mention of either G, 77,

or the representations will be made.

Let# = min (n,p). Let us set Sa = (o e Horn (P\ P")|rank (a)=q-a). The Sa have

the following well known properties.

Proposition 4.1 [6, p. 5].

(a) Each Sa is a regular submanifold of Horn (Rn, Rp) of dimension

np-(n-q + a)(p-q + a).

(b) Sa = (Ja,iaS'a.

(c) Each Sa is a real algebraic variety, and each Sa is an algebraic partial manifold.

Let tte : E -*■ X and ttf : F -* F be smooth vector bundles of fiber dimension «

and p respectively. Sa then induces a singularity Sa(X, Y) Ç Horn (P, P). Let

h: E->F be a smooth vector bundle homomorphism covering the smooth map

/: X-> Y. In this situation we will denote SSa(h) by Sa(h). Finally we will let

Sa(X) be the singularity in Horn (E,f~1(F))\X induced by Sa. Due to Proposition

1.8 it is clear that all the information about the singular sets of « is contained in

the smooth vector bundle homomorphism oveç X, «!: P—>/_1(F). Therefore in

the light of 1.8 the remainder of this chapter will consider the situation where

both E and P are vector bundles over X, and all vector bundle homomor-

phisms are smooth vector bundle homomorphisms over X (i.e., smooth cross-

sections of Horn (E,F)[X). Let S(Hom (E, F)\X) = the smooth cross-sections of

Horn (E,F)\X.

Definition 4.2. Let « 6 5(Hom (P, F)\X). We say that « is strongly generic if

and only if h(X) <h Sa(X) for all a.

Remark. If h: E^-F is a smooth vector bundle homomorphism covering a

smooth map/: X-> F, the «! is strongly generic if and only if 'h(X) rh Sa(X, Y)

for all a.

Finally we can prove the following by a direct calculation using local coordinates.

Proposition 4.3. Let he S(Hom(E, F)\X). Let hT e S(Hom(F, E)\X) be the

transpose of h. Then

(a) Sa(h) = Sa(hT),and

(b) h(X) (h Sa(X) if and only if hT(X) rfr Sa(X). (The Sa in reference to « is
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always the singular manifold of Horn (E, F)\ X, and the Sa in reference to hT is

always the singular submanifold of Horn (F, E)\X.)

N.B. From now on we will restrict ourselves to the study of the case where

p ^ n. In the case where p^nwe merely study the transpose of the homomorphism

in question.

Remark. In that n ̂ p, Sa(h) is the set of points in A where the rank of the

kernel of h is a.

Let us recall that P and P are smooth vector bundles over A, of fiber dimension

n and p respectively. Let n e S^Hom (P, P)|A). We further assume that n^p.

Let x e Sa(h). There exists exactly one a-plane in Ex which h maps into zero. Let

G0(P) be the fiber bundle over A with fiber Ga>n canonically associated to the

vector bundle P. Let sa : Sa(h) -*■ Ga(E), map the above point x into the a-plane

which corresponds to the kernel of n(x). Let Ka be the vector bundle of fiber

dimension a, over Ga(E) defined as follows. Pick (x, P) e Ga(E) where xe X and

P is an a-plane in Ex. Then (Ka)(x¡P) is the a-dimensional subspace of Ex determined

by P. Let Ë be the vector bundle over Ga(E) given by the relation Eix¡P) = Ex and

let F be the bundle over Ga(E) given by the relation Fix>P) = Fx. Let / be the

canonical bundle monomorphism of Ka into Ë. Let Ma be the cokernel of i. Let

h e S (Horn (E, F) \ Ga(E)) be given by the formula h(x,P) = h(x). Finally set

ha = h~i, ha e S(Uom(Ka, F)\Ga(E)). This gives us the following commutative

diagram of vector bundles over Ga(E). Let Tra: Ga(E) -> Abe the bundle projection.

0^Ka±E^Ma^0.

F

Then it is clear that h"(x, p) = h(x)\Kaix¡p). Then these definitions yield the following

proposition.

Proposition 4.4. (a) sa(Sa(h))^Sa(ha).

(b) 7Tasa=idx.

(c) iTa(Sa(h°)-sa(Sa(h))) = U.'>. S,(h).

Definition 4.5. We say that n is a fully a-transversal to zero, if ha is transversal

to the zero section of Horn (Ka, F)\Ga(E) at points of Sa(ha).

We will now state Porteous' main result. The proof of this theorem is to be

found in [8].

Theorem 4.6 (Thom-Porteous). Let -n: E -> A, and ttx : P-> Y be smooth vector

bundles of fiber dimension n and p respectively. Let h: E -*■ P be a smooth vector
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bundle homomorphism over the smooth map f: X -> F. Let Dx be Poincaré duality

in X. Let i: Sa(h) -* Xbe the inclusion map. Let W(E) = 1 + Wy(E)x+ ■■■ + Wn(E)xn

and let f* W(F) = 1 +/* W¿F)x +•••+/* Wp(E)xp. Let W(E) "1 and /* W(F) "*

be the formal inverse to each of the above polynomials respectively. Let v4¡ = the

coefficient of x' in the polynomial f*W(F) u W(E)'1 and let Pt be the coefficient of

x' in the polynomial W(E) Uf*W(F)-\

(a) Assume that n^p, and that «!: E^f~1F is fully a-transversal to zero. Then

(Sa(h))~ carries a fundamental class [Sa(h)]~ and Dx(i*[Sa(h)]~) is the determinant

of the axa matrix with (i,j)th entry Ap_n + a_i+j i,j=\,..., a.

(b) Assume that n>p, and that h\T is fully a-transversal to zero. Then (Sa(h))~

carries a fundamental class [Sa(h)]~ and DJt(iS|![S'0(/i)]-) is the determinant of the

axa matrix with (i,j)th entry Pn_p + a_l+y, i,j=l,...,a.

In order to use this theorem we will need the following result.

Theorem 4.7. Let h e S (Horn (E, F)\X). If h is strongly generic, then « is fully

a-transversal to zero. (We have assumed Fiber dim (P)^ Fiber dim (P).) We need

not assume that X is connected.

Proof. Pick (x0P0) e Sa(ha). Hence x e Sa>(h), a' ^ a, and P0 is an a-plane such

that the a-dimensional subspace determined by P0 in EXo is contained in the

kernel of h(x0). Let dim (X)=k. Let U be a coordinate neighborhood of x0 with

coordinate functions (xu ..., xk). Let us further assume that U is a trivializing

neighborhood of any vector bundle we need in this proof. (They will be finite in

number so this assumption is harmless.) As before we have a map 6h: U^

Horn (Pn, R"). Let us pick bases (eu ...,en) of Rn and (/, ...,/„) of Rp with the

following properties when viewed as bases of EXo and Fxo respectively.

(a) (ey,..., ea) span the plane P0 at x0.

(b) h(x0)(e¡)=Q for i= 1,..., a'.

(c) h(x0)(en)=fp, h(xo)(en-i)=fP-i, and A(x0)(ea.+1) =/„_„+»'+i- With these

bases we will pick the usual coordinates /; on Horn (Rn, Rp) = Rnp. Let (a^x)) =

(rij(6h(x))). Then the bases were picked so that

/     0 0     \fl'

(atj(x0)) =-

\      0 7n_a-   ln-a'.

p—n+a'      n—a'

That is ai;(x0) = 0, i=l,..., a', aij(x0) = 0, i^a',j^p — n — a' and

^o'i-t.p-n + o' + sí-^o) =  °t,s-
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Let us pick neighborhoods V of x0, and 0 of 9(h\ U)(x0) such that (9h\ U)(V)£ 0.

Furthermore assume

where A(x) is a nonsingular n — a' square matrix for each xeV. Finally define

T(x) = D(x) - C(x)A - 1(x)P(x),

and we know by hypothesis that Sa> n Ü=Y~1(o). pya'^-n~a"> can be given co-

ordinates by looking at it as Horn (Ra\ Rp'n + a'). Let Su be such coordinates so

that SiJÇV(x)) = D(x)ii-(C(x)A(x)-1B(x))tj, i=l,..., a',j=l, p-n-a!. Hence by

our choice of bases and coordinates dSlj(xil'(x0))ldxa\Xo = ôDiJ(xo)/dxa\xo. Let us

consider (8DtJldxa\Xo) for fixed (i,j) and a= 1,..., k as a vector in Rk. Then by

hypothesis the set of a'(p — n + a') such vectors (one for each choice of (1,7')) are

linearly independent.

Let U be the coordinate neighborhood of x0 chosen above. Then ■nE~1(U) =

Ux Pn, and let (ex,..., en) be the basis of Pn, chosen in the last paragraph. Let

P0 e Ga(E)Xo be the a-plane in question. Let us consider Pn as n-tuples of reals

with et = (0,..., 1,..., 0), 1 in the ith place. We now construct a neighborhood V

of P0 as an element of G0 such that Ux Kc^Xl/) will be a coordinate neigh-

borhood of (x0, P0). We follow [9, p. 46-47].

Let

V= i

where each matrix represents the a-plane spanned by the column vectors which are

linearly independent vectors in Rn; a in number. At P0 all the Ptj = 0. We will

also assume that the P¡, are sufficiently small. Hence Ux V is the desired neigh-

borhood of (x0, P0) with coordinate functions given by the (x4, pjk). Let pa be the

bundle projection map of Horn (Ka, F)\Ga(E). We further assume that i/x V is a

trivializing neighborhood of Horn (Ka, F)\Ga(E). Then we have p~1(UxV) =

UxVx Horn (Ra, Rp). Let (x, P)e UxV. We want to put a good set of coordinates

on Horn (Ka, F)\Ga(E)(x, P). Ka(x, P) is a vector space which has as a basis the

vectors (ei + J,k = a + xpk¡iek), /=!,..., a. F(x, P) is a vector space with the vectors
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(fi),j= 1,..., p as a basis. We can then use these bases to pick coordinate functions

tXj, i= 1,..., a, j= 1,..., p of Horn (Ra, Rp) at each point (x, P)e UxV. Let ttJ be

the (i,j)th entry of the matrix of a linear transformation given by the bases

(ei+2Pfc,A) and (fj). Then the functions (xt,pkj, tsr) are functionally independent

and form a set of coordinate functions on Ux Vx Horn (Ra, Rp).

Assume that k^a'(p — n + a') and therefore k + a(n — a)^ap (otherwise the

theorem is trivial). Let ha: Ka^> F be the vector bundle homomorphism over

Ga(E) induced by «. Then we can view ha as an element of S(Hom (Ka, F)\Ga(E)).

Then ha(x, P)(et + 2£ = a +1 />k,ä) = 2í = i (%(*) + 22 = a +1 7^, A,/x))/, where (ai}(x))

is the matrix defined in the first paragraph of this proof. Hence

n

tij(ha(x, P)) = ati(x)+    2   Pk.fik.Ax)   for i = 1,..., a, and/ = I,..., p.
k = a + l

We know that k + a(n — a)^ap. Let us fix (i,j) then the set

fafi,(«°(x,P))
dxa

8tij(h\x, P))

CxoPo') 8Pk\r (x0P0)'

for each (a = l,..., k) (k'=a+l,..., «), (/ = 1,..., a), can be considered as a

vector in Rk + a(n ~0). By 3.3 of [4] we will have demonstrated this theorem if we

can show that these ap vectors in Rk + a(n-a) space are linearly independent.

dUj(h\x, P))

8x„ (.xoPo)

dau(x)

dx„

3D,

(XoPo) dx„ (XoPol

i = I,..., a

j = \,...,p-n + ä,

dUj(h\x, P))

dPs.t (XQ.Po)

n    c        1 =  I, ■ ■ -,a0   for    .     .'
j = l,...,p-n + a.

Hence these are linearly independent. Let us look at

8tij(h\x,P))
8P, (xo.Pol

.       i = l,...,a
for    . ,    ,

j = p-n + a +\,...,p,

dUj(h\x, P))

8Ps.t (.xo.Po)        )c = <i' + l  ÖPs.t

=  2 ak,j(x0)

But

"l.t   2*   °a'+k',saa' + k',j(Xo)-

a(xo)a'+k',p-n + a'+i'  ~  "fc'.j"-
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Hence

gft/n°(x, P))
a„ —  °i.i°y,p-n + s-
°Ps,t (äo.Po)

This shows that the set of vectors in question is linearly independent.

Part II — The Geometry of Immersions

We will begin by setting up some notation and conventions. Let E be a smooth

vector bundle over A. Let F be the ring of smooth real valued functions on A.

Then S(E) will always denote the P-module of smooth sections of E. By a linear

connection on E will be meant a linear connection on the P-module S(E). Then

a linear connection on E induces a linear connection on any coordinate neigh-

borhood F of A as follows. Let u e F( V, T(X)) and let T e Y( V, S(E)). Then extend

u and Tto ü and Pin S(T(X)) and S(E) respectively. It is well known that (V¿P)(x)

for x e V is independent of the extensions picked. Hence we have the desired con-

nection. This localization will be used often in what follows without further

comment.

In [4] we confused pth order dissections on A with splittings of the short exact

sequence

0 -* Tp(X) ̂ Tp + x(X)^Op + 1T(X)^0

they induced. No confusion arose from this because we dealt only with the latter

concept. In this chapter we will be dealing with both the connections and the

splittings on the left. We will denote them both by the same letter say V. However

an expression of the form VUP will always mean the connection, while one of the

form V(hP) will always mean the splitting. In most cases it will be clear from

the context which one we are considering.

Finally, let f: E -*■ E' be a homomorphism of smooth vector bundles over X.

Then/induces a homomorphism of P-modules S(f): S(E) -*■ S(E') in the obvious

way. We will suppress the notation "S(/)" in favor of/ as it will be obvious

when we are dealing with sections and when we are not. Furthermore throughout

Part II the manifolds denoted by A and Y need not be connected unless it's expli-

citly stated to the contrary.

5. Preliminaries and definitions. Let A and Y be smooth manifolds of dimen-

sions n and A respectively. Let (D(k), k=l, 2,...) be a sequence of kth order

dissections in Y. Let /: A -> Y be a pth order of immersion of A in Y and let

Nf,Y(X) be the/rth order normal bundle off. Let vp: Op + 1Tx(X)-^Nf,Y(X) be

the pth order normal form of/. In this section we would like to see what relation

the map v) : 02Tx(X) -*■ A/,y(A) bears the more classically defined "second funda-

mental forms." It is this relation that motivates the generalizations that we make

to the "pth order case." In all our applications we will be considering Jp(n) x H
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singularities of the appropriate pth order osculating map. But the "geometric"

content and interest in these singularities is that they are singularities in some sense

of the second fundamental form. Before we tie these two theories together we will

need some lemmas of a technical nature which will facilitate calculations in this

and future papers. The following can be found in most texts on differential

geometry.

Proposition 5.1. Let E be a smooth vector bundle of fiber dimension k over X.

Let V be a linear connection on E. Let u e S(TX(X)) and T e S(E). Let xe X. Then

(VuP)(x) depends only upon the values of T along the integral curve of u, through

x in a neighborhood of x, provided u(x)^0.

Hence we can make the following remarks.

Remark I. Let x0 e X. Let y be a smooth nonsingular curve in a neighborhood

V of x0 such that y(0) = x0. Let ut = dy(t)jdt be the tangent vector to y at y(t). Let

P be a smooth vector bundle over A, and let V be a linear connection on P. Let

Tt = T(y(t)) be a smooth section of E over the curve y. Extend ut and Tt to cross-

sections over V. Denote the respective extensions by ü and T. Then (V¡P)(y(0) ¡s

independent of the extensions chosen. Hence we could write (VzT)(y(t)) =

(VUlP()(y(0) unambiguously.

Remark II. Let A and Y be smooth manifolds of dimension n and N respec-

tively. Let V be a linear connection on TP(Y). Let/: A^ y be an immersion. Let

x e A and let F be a coordinate neighborhood of x such that/| V is an embedding.

Pick u e Y(V, TX(X)) and Te T(V, (f'^T^Y))). Then Tx(f)u and T can be con-

sidered respectively as sections of TX(Y) and TP(Y) over f(V). Assume that V

is a coordinate neighborhood of/(x0) such that/(K)ç y. Let ü and Pbe extensions

of T(f)u and T to cross-sections over V respectively. Then (VjP)(/(x0)) is inde-

pendent of the extensions picked. Hence (VîP)(/(x0)) can be unambiguously

denoted by (VTU)uT)(f(x0))- This enables us to define an induced connection on

f-\Tv(X)) which we will also denote by V, as follows. Let u e S(TX(X)) and let

Te 5(/-HPp( Y))). We then define (VuT)(x) = (X7m)uT)(f(x)), for each x e A. This

defines the desired smooth section of/" \TP( Y)).

Proposition 5.2. Let f: X'-»• Y be an immersion. Let x0 e X, and let V be a

coordinate neighborhood of x0, such thatf\Vis an embedding. Let ueT(V, (TX(X))_

and let Te Y(V, TP-X(X))_. Let ■ be function (endomorphism) composition. Then

u-TeY(V, TP(X)). As before pick a coordinate neighborhood V of f(x0) such that

f( V) £ V. Let us extend Tx(f)u and Tp _ x(f)T to elements ü and f of T( V, T( Y)) _ and

T(V, Pp_j(y))_ respectively. Then üT(f(x0)) is equal to Tp(f)xo(u-T)(x0) and is

therefore independent of our extensions. This enables us to write üf(f(x0)) as

(T(S)u)(Tp-x(f)T).
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Proof. Let dimZ=« and let dim Y=N. Pick coordinates (xlt ...,xn) on V

and 0>i,..., yN) on V such that

(x,,       i ^ «,
yÁñxi,..., xn)) = 4

10,        i > n.

There exist unique elements u¡ and ah...ike F(V, F) such that

^       8
u — Z "j 's-'

-2, flfi ■ • • ** g r.   . . . dx,

kSp-l

Then

and

n o

Tx(f)u(xp) =   T «X^l. ■ • •» *n)ôr-
J = :L ö^/

Tp.1(f)T(x)=       2      <**...*(.*) dyi ...dy.-
fcSp-i

Now extend these to respectively a vector field w, and a (/?— l)st order vector field

f on V. Hence

S=  2 U&l, ••;)>%; yn-l,--; y«) Jj?

and

r=       2       3h-ik(yu ■■■,yn;yn+i, •■•.;») gv .    ov •

fcSp-1

Hence

_ 1SÏSN; L °^* °"il ' ' ' '

Sk        1

lS(iS---SifcSJV;
fcSp-1

ea-(l...(t      g*
+

Therefore

ù-T(f(x)) = 2 "i(*i> • • • > *»)
ISiSn;

fcáP-1

8k + 1 . &*,,...,„ 3*
*!•••«*

fyh • • • 3Jik        fyt     fytl ■ ■ ■ 8ytJ
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This is so because

~< r,        m      fUi(xx,...,xn)   i£n
ulyx, ...,yn,0,...,0) = \ . and

(0, i > n

(ah...ik(xx,...,xn)   ik^n
all...ik(y1,...,yn;0,...,0) = i

10, ik > n,

and therefore

^■■■Jh.y.iOy --,0)
dy,

Now

~ 8k + 1

u-T= 2, "<Wfl'i ■ • ■ iiW dx,  ■■■Bx,
lSiiS--- SticSn

iSliS ••• SifcSn

Hence

rp(/)(«-r)(x)=     ^      ^■■■oWgy.a^...^
lSiiS"-rSifcSn;

káp-l

+      2     qfr)*^"**   a\ •
lSiiS- •• Si/cSn:

fcSp-l

But xi=ji(x1,..., xn). Hence

Ö   , ,     , , , ^x        -sr oa¡i • • • ifc fys        Sah ■ ■ ■ ik
(aii---ik(yi(xx,...,xn),...,yn(xx,...,xn))) = ¿,—fo—Ä7 = ~~gv-8x,^-%v/»OT»-»-w-"./fi«..".-v«       ^      gJs      Sx. aj

Therefore by putting this in the above formula and comparing it with the formula

for ü-f(f(x)) we have our result.

Corollary 5.3. Let us assume the hypotheses of 5.2. Let

ux,...,up + xeT(V,Tx(X)).

Then with the same convention

TP + x(f)(ux.up + x) = Tx(f)ux ■ ■ ■ Tx(ßup + X.

Corollary 5.4. Let V(p) be a pth order dissection Y, and let V<p) be the connection

V(p) induces on f~1Tp(Y). Let |:/_1PP( y)-> Pp(A) be a homomorphism of vector

bundles over X such that $Tp(f) ! = id. Then by 9.3 of [4] we have a pth order dissection

V(p) on Xgiven by ÇVlp)Tp + x(f)l. Let ux,.. .,up + xe S(TX(X)). Then

V(pX"i ' • • up + x) = V(p,Wl(«2 • • • up + x) = |V<up)Pp(/)!(M2.up + x).
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Proof. The first equality follows easily from 2.2 of [4]. The second equality

follows from 2.2 of [4] and 5.3 and 5.1 of this section.

Remark. This tells us that the induced pth order dissection on X is exactly

what one would naively think it should be. This ends the string of technical lemmas.

Let X and F be smooth manifolds of dimension « and N respectively. Let < , >

be a Riemann metric on F, and let V" be the induced Riemann connection on F.

Let /: X -> F be an immersion and assume « < N.

Let NftY(X) denote the normal bundle off. Then we have the following commu-

tative diagram of vector bundles over X with exact rows and columns, where the

top row is the "pull back" over X of the corresponding sequence over F, and

the splitting V is the pull back of the splitting the Riemann connection on Y

uniquely determines.

0

Î
Nf.r(X)

0-►/- l7x( F) ¿ZÍ /" 1P2( F) -^ 02f- lI\( F)-> 0

í ! mtni                 t2u)!                   [oarimi

0->    T¿X)   ¿7t   T2(X)   -^->    02T±(X)   -*0

|     »     | |
0 0 0

Diagram 5.1

TTf, and f are both orthogonal projections given by the induced Riemann structure

onf~1T1(Y). A is the splitting induced by the rest of the data. V = fVP2(/)!, and

is a splitting of the bottom row of Diagram 5.1, and therefore determines uniquely

a symmetric linear connection on X denoted by V'.

Proposition 5.5. V' is the Riemann connection of the induced Riemann metric

onX.

Proof. Let x e X. Let u, v e S(T(X)). As usual we have

<«(*), v(x)}x = (.T.ifMx), T1(f)v(x)}fM

for every x e X. Let y:(— 1, 1) -s- Z be a smooth curve. Let u(t) and v(t) stand

for u(y(t)) and v(y(t)) respectively. Let V'iu(t) = \J'dyit)litu(t). Then it suffices to

show that

^ <[u(t), v(t)>yit) = <.V'tu(t),v(t)>m + <:u(t),\/'tv(t)>y(().
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jt (idj), v(t)}nt) = Jj (Tx(f)u(t), Tx(f)v(t)}f7it)

= <V'tTx(f)u(t), Tx(f)v(t)}fyit) + <.Tx(f)u(t), VtTx(f)v(t)>Jïit)

= <Tx(f)$V'tTx(f)u(t), Tx(f)v(t))fnt)

+ <Tx(f)u(t), Tx(f)$VtTx(f)v(t)yim

= <(Pi(/)v(^ ° w(0), Tx(f)v(t)y

+ (jx(f)u(t), Tx(f)V (^ c V(t)j\   by 5.4,

= <Tx(f)V'tu(t), Tx(f)v(t)yint) + (Tx(S)u(t), Tx(f)V'tv(t)}fm,

by 2.2 of [4]

= <V,'w(0, tX0>r«) + <w(0, Vt'K0>y(i)-

Hence our proposition has been demonstrated.

Let us preserve Diagram 5.1. We will however not assume that Y carries a

Riemann structure or that V' is a Riemannian connection, but merely a symmetric

linear connection on Y. Let è'-f'^^Y) -> TX(X) be an arbitrary splitting of the

left hand vertical exact sequence of Diagram 5.1. Let A: NftY(X) —>f~1Tx(Y) be

the splitting on top induced by f. We will make use of the abuses of notation justi-

fied at the end of the last section. Finally let V' stand for the connection on

f~1T1(Y) induced by V on y as in 5.1. We will adopt this notation throughout

the remainder of this section.

Definition 5.6. Let u e S(TX(X)), and let Ae S(Nf,Y(A)). Then \NeS(f~ lrx( Y)).

Let SNu= — ÇX/'u^N. SNu e S(TX(X)), and is called the operator of the second funda-

mental form of the immersion f. Hence for each N e Nr¡Y(X), SN e EndF (S(TX(X))).

Proposition 5.7. Let u,ve S(TX(X)). Let V' be the linear connection onf~ 1TX( Y)

induced by the symmetric linear connection denoted by V' on Y. Let V' be the

connection induced by iVT2(f)\ on A, where V is the pulled back dissection. Then

yuTx(f)v = Tx(f)X7'uv + Áv'f(u, v)   (Gauss equation).

Proof. idf-iTliY-, = Tx(f)l; + \TTf. The reasoning involved in 5.3 yields

^T1unUf)v=V(T2(f)(u-v)).

Now apply the above formula to this one. Hence

V;7\(/> = Tx(f)iV'Tl(f)uTx(f)v+\iTfVT2(f)(u-v) = Tx(f)\J'uv + ^rT2(f)(u-v).

Now Px(uv) = u ° v. Hence -rrf'\/T2(f)(u-v) = v'f(u, v). This proves the proposition.
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Remark. Hence the normal map measures the difference between the two

covariant derivatives.

Corollary 5.8. Let v s Sff-^^Y)). Then v = T(f)£v+X7rfv. Hence

IV> = V'Jv-S„fvu.

Let us assume Diagram 5.1. Let V' be the induced Riemann connection on X.

Definition 5.9. Let N e S(NftY(X)), and let u,ve S(P1(A')). We then define

QN(u, v) = <A7Y, v'f(u, v)~).

Hence for each normal vector field we have a smooth quadratic form QN on the

vector fields of X. This set of quadratic forms is called the second fundamental

form of the immersion f

With the above notation we have the following well-known proposition.

Proposition 5.10. QN(u, v) = (u, SNv} = (,v'f(u, v), XN}.

Proof. <Pi(/>, A/V> = 0.

Remark. Hence SN: S^T^X)) -» S(Tr(X)) is a selfadjoint operator.

6. Inflection points. We will fix the following notation. Let X and F be smooth

manifolds of dimension « and N respectively. Let (Dm,k=l, 2,...) be a sequence of

kth order dissections on F. Assume that N^v(n,p).

Definition 6.1. Let /: X -> Y be a pth order nondegenerate immersion of X

in F, and let Nf¡Y(X) be the pth order normal bundle of A' in F with respect to/

Let vp,: Op + 1T(X) -> Nf,Y(X) be the pth order normal form off. x e X is said to

be a pth order inflection point off if vp¡(x) is not of maximal rank.

The study of inflection points is the study of the simple (those of §4) singularities

of the map vp. This is equivalent by 9.4 of [4] to studying the simple singularities

of Dp + 1Tp + 1(f)\.

Let IP(X, F) denote the space of pth order nondegenerate immersions from X

to F. I"(X, Y) is an open subset of C(A', F) by Theorem 6.2 of [4]. Let

St(v}) = (x e X\rank (vp,(x)) = min (v(n,p + l)-v(n,p), N-v(n,p))-i).

Theorem 6.2. (a) There exists a dense subset D^IP(X, Y) such that iffsD,

then the set of inflection points off is the manifold collection If = S1(v"f) U- • U Sk(vp)

of submanifolds of X. Furthermore we have the following result.

(b) Let N^v(n,p+l) + n or v(n,p)<N^v(n,p+l)-n. Iffe D then If= 0 and

hence fis ap+l order nondegenerate immersion, and furthermore D is open.
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(c) Let X be connected and let v(n,p+l) — n^N<v(n,p+l) + n. Let feD.

It is known that (S¿yf))-=S{(yf) u Si + 1(vpf) u- • -U Sk(vpf). Then (S^))' carries a

fundamental class [S&f)]. Let Wp + 1(X)=l + Wl + 1(X)x+ ■ ■ ■ + Wp + 1(X)xn and

let

f*W(Y) = \+f*W1(Y)x+ ■ ■ ■ +f*Wn(Y)xn.

Let W" + \X) ~1 andf* W( Y) ~1 be the formal inverse to each of the above polynomials

respectively. Let AK = the coefficient ofx1 in the polynomial f*W(Y)Wp + 1(X)~1 and

let Bt = the coefficient of x' in the polynomial Wp + 1(X)f*W(Yy\ Let Dx be

Poincaré duality in X and let j: St(vp) -> X be the inclusion map.

Assume N^v(n,p+l). Let (AN-v(n¡p + 1) + i-a + B) be an ixi matrix with a and ß

= 1 • • • i and with the (a, ft) entry given by AN-vln,p + 1i + i-a + e. Then

E>xj*[Si(rf)~] = det(AN-v(n,p + 1)+t-a+i!).

Assume that N^v(n,p+l). Let (Pv(niP + 1)_w + (_B + i) be an ixi matrix with a and

ß=l • • • i and with the (a, ft) entry given by BHntP + 1)-N + i-a + e. Then

E>xj*lSi(vpf)-] = det(Bnn,p + v-i! + 1-a + e).

Proof. Part (a) follows immediately from Proposition 9.4 of [4] and Proposition

3.2 of Part I. Part (b) is just a rewording under the influence of 9.4 of [4], of Theorem

6.2 of [4]. Finally Part (c) follows from Part (a) by Theorems 4,6 and 4.7 of Part I.

Corollary 6.3. The exact same result holds with the following modifications of

Part (c). Let A, = the coefficient ofx' in the polynomial W(Op + xT(X))W(Nf,Y(X))~1,

and let Bi = the coefficient ofx' in the polynomial W(Nf,Y(X))W(Op + 1T(X))-1.

Definition 6.4. Let D be the subset of IP(X, Y) of 6.2(a). The elements of D

will be called inflection generic.

Remark. Theorem 6.2 would give a pretty complete story about inflection

points provided one could calculate the characteristic classes in question. This

however hinges on calculating W(0" + 1P(A")) which as we know is computable but

not easily so.

Proposition 6.5. Let S1 be the circle. Let Ybeunorientable.LetfeIN~1(S1, Y).

Assume that f*W1(Y)^0 (i.e., f is unorientable). Then f has an (N-l)st order

inflection point.

Proof. Assume that/is inflection generic. Then 6.2 tells us that Dxj*[S1(vf "*)] =

/* Wi( Y) /0. Hence / has an (N- l)st order inflection point. Assume that / is not

inflection generic, thatf*W1(X)ji=0, and that If= 0. Then/is an Mh order non-

degenerate immersion, and hence there exists an open neighborhood Sf of / in

jn-i^S1, Y) such that if g e Sf then geIN(S\ Y). Hence by 6.2 there exists an
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element g e Sf such that f~g and such that g is inflection generic. However the

fact that g eIN(S1, Y) implies that Dxj*[Sx(v%-1)]=0 as If=0. But this contra-

dicts our first statement about inflection generic maps.

Corollary 6.6. Let p= 1. Let Y be an unorientable two dimensional Riemannian

manifold. Let f: S1 -> Y be an immersion parameterized by arc length s. Then if

f* Wx( Y) # 0, there exists a point t e S1 such that (Vdmsdf/ds)(f(t)) = 0, where V is

the Riemannian connection in Y.

We will now give a list of examples of 6.2 in cases where we have made the

necessary calculations. Assume throughout the remainder of this section that

p = l, and that P = the inflection generic maps in question. The calculations

appear in §10 of [4].

Dimension X= 2. The cases of interest are dim ( Y) = 4, 5 or 6.

If dim (Y) = 6 and if/e D then Dxi*[Sx(v'f)]- = f*W2(Y).

If dim ( Y) = 5 and if/e D then Dxi*[Sx(v'f)]- = f* Wx( Y).

If dim (Y) = 4 and if/e D then Dxi*[Sx(v',)]- = f*Wx(Y)2+f*W2(Y).

(a) Let/: P2(R)-*P6(R) be the natural embedding. Let a e //1(P2(P), Z2) and

a'e H1(P6(R), Z2) be the respective generators of these groups. Then/*<*' = a.

Therefore a2=W2(P2(R))=f*(a')2^r). Hence we know that any immersion of

P2(R) in P6(R) in the same homotopy class as / has inflection points. The exact

same fact is true for P2(R)^Pi(R) because Wx(Pi(R))=tiie generator of

H^P^RIZJ, while W2(P4(P)) = 0.

(b) Let/: A-s- G2>5 be the classifying map for P(A). If the Euler class x(A) is

odd then all immersions homotopic to / have inflection points.

Dimension X=4.

(a) If dim y=17 and if/eP, then DxU[Sx(v'f)]~ = W2(X)2+f*Wi(Y). There-

fore if Wt( Y) = 0 and if l^2(A)2 # 0 we know that X cannot be immersed in Y

without inflection points. If Y=R11 and A=P2(C) this is just 10.3b of [4].

(b) Let dim Y= 14 and assume that/e D. Then

DxU[S2(v'f)]- =f*Wx(Y)W3(X)+f*(Wx(Y)W3(Y))+ W2(X)2+f*W2(Y)2.

Let A=P2(C). Let y=a manifold such that W(Y)=\. (P14 is such a manifold.)

Let a e H2(P2(C), Z2) be the generator. Then Px/'*[5'2(i'/)]_=a2#0. Hence for

each fe I(P2(C), Y) there exists a point x e P2(C) such that dim (ker (v'f(x))) = 2.

Finally we ask under what conditions cannot we nondegenerately immerse the

n-sphere Sn in an A dimensional manifold Y. Let N=v(n, 2) + n— 1 or A=

v(n, 2)-n+l. Let feI(Sn, Y). Then DxU[Sx(v'f)]- =f*Wn(Y), if/is inflection

generic. Hence if/*Ifn(y) generates Hn(Sn, Z2) then/has an inflection point.

Remark. It is clear that many more examples of this nature exist for p = 1

and higher p as well.
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7. Totally geodesic points. We will fix the following notation. Let X and F be

smooth manifolds of dimension « and N respectively. Let Vküi,2,... be a sequence

of kth order dissections on F.

Definition 7.1. Let N^v(n,p), and assume that/: A"^ Fis a pth order non-

degenerate immersion of X in F. Let Nf¡Y(X) be the pth order normal bundle of

Zin F with respect to/ and let v}: Op + 1P(A) -* Nf,Y(X) be the/?th order normal

form, x e A' is said to be a />th o/Yfer totally geodesic point (with respect to the

( V(W)) of the immersion / if vpf(x)=0. If vpf(x) = 0 for all x e X, f is said to be a pth

order totally geodesic immersion. Finally if/ is also an embedding/(A") is called a

/>th order totally geodesic submanifold of Y.

Remark. Totally geodesic immersions are on the opposite end of the spectrum

from the nondegenerate immersions, because in the latter immersions vp,(x) has

as small a kernel as possible.

Definition 7.2. Let V' be a symmetric linear connection on X. Let x e X, and

let y. (— 1, 1) -*■ X be a smooth curve such that y(0) = x. Let u(t) be the tangent

vector to y. y is said to be geodesic at x if Ç\/'uU)u(t))(x) = 0.

We will now show that the concept in 6.1 corresponds to the usual notion of a

totally geodesic immersion in the case where/>= 1. Let/: A"-> F be an immersion.

Let us recall the following diagram of vector bundles over X. Let £ be a splitting

of the left hand sequence of vector bundles. Let V be the dissection induced by V',

and let V be the induced dissection.

0

Î
Nf.y(X)

0-►/"1r1(F) ^htf-'UY) —^ OJ-'T(Y)-> 0

ÎV A A
Ti(/)!    _ T2(/)! O^TiC/)!

0->    TX(X)   +--J   T2(X)   —¿->   02Tx(X)   -> 0
A ' A A

0 0 0

Diagram 7.1

Proposition 7.3. Let V = £VP2(/) be the induced dissection on X. Let xeX.

vf(x) = 0 if and only iff maps curves through x which are geodesic at x into curves

through f(x) which are geodesic at f(x).

Proof. Let y(t) be any curve on X which is geodesic at x. Assume that y(0) = x.

Let u(t) be the tangent vector to y(t). Then Pi(/)r(¡)«(0 is the tangent vector to
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f(y(t)). We want to show that (VTl<nua)Ti(f)u(t))(f(x)) = 0, if "/(*) = 0. Proposition

5.7 implies ^'Tl(nuuSx(f)u(t) = Tx(f)\/umu(t) + \vf(u(t), u(t)), where V' is the

connection induced by V- Hence (VTlmuaSx(f)u(t))(f(x)) = 0.

Conversely, assume that y(t) is geodesic at x, and furthermore assume fy(t)

is geodesic at/(x). Let u(t) be the tangent vector to y(t). Hence

(V'umu(0)(x) = (V'Tl«mtSi(fMt))(f(x)) = 0.

Hence the above formula tells us that vf(u(y(0))), u(y(0)) = 0 because A is a mono-

morphism. It is well known that for every v e T(X)X there exists a geodesic r¡

through x, such that the tangent vector to r¡ at x is v. Hence the above calculation

implies vf(v, v) = 0 for all v e T(X)X. Pick u, v e T(X)X.

vf(u + v, u + v) = v,(u, u) + v,(v, v) + 2vf(u, v) = 0,

because vf is symmetric. Hence vf(u, v) = 0 at x. Therefore vf(x) = 0.

We will now prove a proposition to indicate now rare it is to have totally geodesic

immersions.

Proposition 7.4. Let N>v(n,p), and let dim A^2. Let IP(X, Y) be the set of

pth order nondegenerate immersions of X in Y. Then the set of fe IV(X, Y) without

pth order geodesic points is open and dense in IP(X, Y).

Proof. Let q = min (A— v(n, p), v(n, p—l) — v(n, p)). The set of geodesic points of

/is clearly the set Ss(vp) = (x e A|rank vp(x) = 0). Hence by Proposition 9.4 of [4],

the set of interest is S^(VP + iTp + x(f)\). Hence it will suffice to look at the model

singularity S^Hom (r*»-p + i\ /?"). Let q = min (A, v(n,p+1)). As is well known

the codimension in rn-^.p + » 0f Ss is equal to

(N-q + q)(v(n,p+l)-q + q)

= (A- v(n, p))(v(n, p - 1) + v(n, p))

- *>-+-*Cb
Hence the codimension of S9 is smallest whenp= 1, and N—v(n,p)=l. Therefore

the codimension of Ss in this case is n(n +1)/2. The proposition then follows from

Proposition 3.2 and 3.3.

Remark. This proposition is not true in the case where the dimension of X

equals 1. Proposition 6.5 provides us with a counterexample.

It is well known that for a given Riemann submanifold A of a Riemannian

manifold Y to be totally geodesic is very uncommon. The instances are so rare
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one wonders whether there exist manifolds A"s F so that X is totally geodesic

in F for no Riemann metric on F. It is known that this is not the case for affinely

connected manifolds. (See [13, p. 27].) We will now show this is not the case in the

Riemannian situation. In fact we will show that there exists a metric on F such

that not only is X totally geodesic but a set of linearly independent cross-sections

of the normal bundle of X in F can be made to be orthonormal.

Proposition 7.5. Let i: A"-> F be an embedding of a manifold X in a manifold

Y. Endow X with a Riemannian metric gx. Then there exists a Riemannian metric

gY on Y so that i: X-> Y is an isometric embedding.

Proof. Let tr: P(F)->- F be the fiber bundle of Riemann metrics on F. Let

p: TX(X) -> X be the tangent bundle of X, and let q-.T^Y)^ Y be the tangent

bundle of F. Let i*Tj.(Y) be the "pull back" of TX(Y) over X, and let NUY(X)

be the normal bundle of the embedding i. Hence we have the following short exact

sequence of vector bundles over X.

m ,

0-> T,(X) ^Zl i*T,( Y) —U Ni¡Y(X)-> 0.
í

Let gN be a Riemann metric on the fibers of NUY(X), and let t: i*Tx(Y) -» TX(X)

be a splitting of the above exact sequence. We then define an inner product g on

the fibers of i'*P(F) as follows. Let v,we i*T(Y)x. Then define

g(x)(v, w) = gN(x)(jv,jw)+gx(x)(tv, tw).

This defines a cross-section of P( F) over the closed submanifold i(X). Hence by

the section extension for fiber bundles we can extend this section to the desired

cross-section gY. Let v,we TX(X)X. Then

gY(ix)(di(v), di(w)) = g(x)(di\v, dilw)

= gN(x)(0, 0)+gx(x)(tdilv, tdV.w) = gx(x)(v, w)

which is what we wanted to show.

Proposition 7.6. Let n: P—*- X be a vector bundle. Let eu ..., es be a set of s

linearly independent cross-sections of E. Let us consider the following embedding:

cp: Rs x X->- E defined by

s

cp(tu ..., ts; x) = 2 helx).
i = i

Hence for every t = (fi,..., ts) e Rs we have an embedding cpt: X^- E, given by

fixing t. Let X have a Riemann metric gx. Then there exists a Riemann metric gE

on E such that

(i) for every t e Rs, <pt: X-> E is an isometric embedding;

(ii) for every t e Ps, cpt(X) S P is a totally geodesic submanifold.
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Proof. Endow Rs with its usual Euclidean inner product. Then give Rsx X

the product metric. Therefore it : X -> (t, X) is an isometric embedding and (t, A)

is a totally geodesic submanifold of Rsx X. We know that <p: Psx A-*- P is an

embedding, hence we can extend the metric on <p(Rs x X) to all of P, so that <p is

an isometric embedding with respect to this metric. Denote this Riemann metric

bygE.

<p: Rsx A->P is a vector bundle homomorphism over A. Let us look at the

short exact sequence

0 —> Rs x A^Z± P^Z± coker (?) —> 0
n í

of vector bundles over A. Let ??:P->PxAbea splitting of this sequence, and let

f be the induced "splitting on the right." Hence

idE = 9»? + irA.

Let A : coker (cp) -> coker (93) be the antipodal map on the fibers of coker (95).

Let us define the diffeomorphism A : E -*■ P as follows : let v e Ex, and define

Av = <pr¡(v) — £X(v).

Hence A2 — idE and this defines an action of Z2 on E which has Rs x X as its mani-

fold of fixed points. We can now define a new metric gE on P by the formula

,     , _ gE(u, v)+gE(dA(u), dA(v))
Se\u, v) —-2-

for any two vector fields u and v on E. Hence A is an isometry with respect to the

metric gE. However A left AxPs pointwise fixed, therefore the new metric gE

agrees with the old metric gE on vectors tangent to Rsx X. Hence <pt: X^ E is

an isometric embedding for each t e Ps.

It is a classical theorem in Riemannian geometry that the submanifold of fixed

points of a group of isometries on a Riemannian manifold is a totally geodesic

submanifold. Furthermore if A is a submanifold of Y and y is a submanifold of

Z, and if A is totally geodesic in Y and Y is totally geodesic in Z, then A is

totally geodesic in Z. Hence <pt(A)^P is also a totally geodesic submanifold

for all t e Rs.

Corollary 7.7. Let i: X-> Y be an embedding of a manifold X in a manifold Y.

Let Ni¡Y(X) be the normal bundle of i, and let ex,..., es be s linearly independent

cross-sections of NitY(X). Let gx be a given Riemann metric on X. Then there exists

a neighborhood Uofoe Rs, andan embedding <p: Ux A-*- Y, anda Riemann metric
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gY on Y with the following properties. Let <pt: X'-*> F denote the embedding

9t(x) = <p(t, x) = cp(t1,..., ts; x)for a fixed te U, and for every x e X.

(i)    <pt is an isometric embedding for every te U.

(ii)   <pt(A) is a totally geodesic submanifold for every te U.

(iii) Let 8¡8t1 ■ ■ ■ 8¡8ts be the usual basis for the vector fields on Rs given by picking

global coordinates (tu ..., ts). Let ei(x) = dcp<0xx)(8j8ti) for i= 1, 2,..., s. Then the

set of s vector fields e¡(x) on i(X) are mutually perpendicular and normal to i(X).

Proof. Let i: X^> Y be the embedding. Let TUY(X) be the "open" tubular

neighborhood of the embedding i. Pi>y(A)c Y and we know it is diffeomorphic

to the normal bundle NUY(X). Hence we can apply the second proposition to get

the desired metric on Ti¡Y(X). The final result is obtained by applying the section

extension theorem to any "closed tubular neighborhood" contained in P^A").

The above corollary with s set equal to zero gives us the following result.

Corollary 7.8. Let i: X-*- Y be an embedding. Let gx be a Riemann metric on

X. Then there exists a Riemann metric gY on Y such that:

(i)   / is an isometric embedding,

(ii) i(X) is a totally geodesic submanifold.
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